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No. AIGETOA/KTIUI 5-16/ 0s

Respected GSIAIP Sir,

As per the call from CHQ, regarding working with full zeal as our HR issues dre on right

trace. I^would like to raise a conclrn, which needs to be checked by CHQ team with MM cell at

Corporate office.

Since expansion of MPLS PE rretwork and digital India are correlated, hence I am raising a red

flag in this regard. As we are well aware of the fact that MPLS is the backbone to all data

,"fui."* of BSNI and it is being extended to entire India. It servers all data traffrc, right from

MPLS VpN i.e. banks, to 3G GPRS, Wi-M$q BroadBand and {ny other data service which

we can thinkoftoday in BSNL.

We are basically running our services on PE router i.e. CISCO 7613 which came under NIB2Pl
project way back in 2005. After that in this year January * February 2OI5 a new gdge tender was
-nnatized, 

IrrilS Huawei was allotted with the edge tarder, IWs huawOi is the one who were
allotted with MPLS core tender as wetl under MNGT project and it has already been rolled out
though out Itrdia. The thing which is not understood to most of people working hsre is even after
finalLing of the tender why the PO or APO is not being placed on the vendor. We need to follow
it up with MM cell in corporate office to get the details of the same.

With tegards,

AIGETOA KTK CIRCLE

Dated: 23.07.2015
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